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Motivation

PSI home to highest 
intensity DC μ+ beam:  
5 x 108 μ+/s

Next generation cLFV 
experiments require 
higher muon rates
Provide new opportunities 
for μSR experiments

Maintain PSI leadership in 
high intensity muon 
beams and its expertise in 
low-energy precision 
physics
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→1010 μ-/s
COMET: Rμe = 𝒪(10-17)

→5x1010 μ-/s
Mu2e:Rμe = 𝒪(10-17)
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Surface muons

Low-energy muon beam lines 
typically tuned to surface-μ+ at  
~ 28 MeV/c

Contribution from cloud muons at 
similar momentum about 100x 
smaller

Negative muons only available as 
cloud muons
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Surface muons

Cloud muons

protons

π+

μ+

surface muons 
stopped pion decay

x

π+/-

μ+/-

cloud muons 
pion decay-in-flight
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Simulation
Implemented our own pion 
production cross sections into 
Geant4/G4beamline based on 
measured data and two available 
parametrizations
Valid for all pion energies, proton 
energies < 1000 MeV, all angles 
and all materials
Implemented “splitting” of pion 
production and muon decay to 
speed up simulation
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Reliable results at  
the 10% level

R. L. Burman and E. S. Smith, Los Alamos Tech. Report LA-11502-MS (1989) 
R. Frosch, J. Löffler, and C. WIgger, PSI Tech. Report TM-11-92-01 (1992) 
F. Berg et al., Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 19, 024701 (2016) 
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Simulation Validation

Full simulation of μE4 
beamline starting from 
proton beam
Detailed fieldmaps 
available for all elements
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capture 
solenoid

bending 
magnets

quadrupole 
triplets

slit 
systems

separator
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muE4 Beam Profile
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Mue4 Validation of 

g4beamline Date:  10/9/2014

Page:  9 / 10

We have also compared the output of the g4beamline simulation of the Mue4 beam 

line with beam profile measurements at LEM by T. Prokscha et al. [3]. Figure9 shows 

the profile, intensities and spectrum of Mue4 beam at LEM obtained from the 

g4beamline simulation. The measured parameter of the beam are indicated on the 

plots under the label exp. The surface muon population at the entrance of the beam is 

computed with a separate target E simulation where the G4HIMB model is used for 

the modeling of the p+X-> π+ reactions. A good agreement is observed between the 

simulation results and the measurement with a 30% difference in the intensities, an 

excellent agreement for the Y profile and a larger X profile of the simulated beam 

compared to the experiment. It is remarkable to note that the best agreement between 

the simulation results and the measurements is obtained when using the target-E 

simulation based on the G4HIMB model.

Muon rate
sim: 2.56e+08/mAs
exp: 2.28e+08/mAs Excellent agreement 

between simulation 
and measurements
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Floorplan PSI
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SINQ

TgE

TgM
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Initial HiMB Concept: HiMB@SINQ

Extract surface muons from 
safety window of SINQ spallation 
target
Profit from stopping of full beam
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p

π+

μ+

SINQ spallation target
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Initial HiMB Concept: HiMB@SINQ

Source simulation (below safety 
window):  
9 x 1010 surface-μ+/s @ 1.7 mA Ip
First capture solenoid needs to be 
very close, radiation hard, high-
field, large aperture, …

After several iterations with with a 
variety of capture elements:

8

Severe space 
constraints restrict the 
capture of a sufficient 
number of muons for a 
high-intensity beam!

220 mm

Position of first 
capture solenoid

Heavy water 
moderator

Cold source
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Floorplan PSI
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Target wheel of TgE station

40 mm polycrystalline graphite
~40 kW power deposition
Temperature 1700 K
Radiation cooled @ 1 turn/s
Beam loss 12% (+18% from 
scattering)
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Meson Production 
 Target 

Muon Rate: 
4.6E8 P+/sec 
@ p=29.8 MeV/c 

T.Prokscha et al NIM-A (2008) 

Muon Transport Channel PE4 target, d=40mm 

solenoids 

quadrupoles 

TARGET CONE 
Mean diameter:      450 mm 
Graphite density:    1.8 g/cm3 

Operating Temp.:   1700 K 
Irrad. damage rate:  0.1 dpa/Ah 
Rotation Speed:      1 Turn/s 
Target thickness:    40 mm 
                                 7 g/cm2 

Beam loss:              12  % 
Power deposit.:    20 kW/mA 

M.Seidel, J-PARC, Oct 2015 

protons
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Performance of Standard Targets

Realized that standard targets are 
as efficient in generating 28 MeV/c 
surface muons as spallation 
targets

After extensive target simulations: 
Slanted targets are even better!
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Length Upstream Downstream Side

10 1.4⇥ 1010 9.0⇥ 109 1.8⇥ 1010

20 1.6⇥ 1010 1.2⇥ 1010 5.1⇥ 1010

30 1.9⇥ 1010 1.1⇥ 1010 8.5⇥ 1010

40 1.8⇥ 1010 1.1⇥ 1010 1.2⇥ 1011

60 1.8⇥ 1010 1.2⇥ 1010 2.1⇥ 1011

TABLE I. Surface muon rates in µ

+/s for all muons with
momenta below 29.8 MeV/c emitted from the various sides of
Target E for various lengths of the target in mm. The values
for the side rates correspond to a single side only.

z
x

y

FIG. 9. Di↵erent geometries studied in our target optimiza-
tion. From left to right: grooved target, trapezoidal target,
fork target, rotated slab target. The red line marks the proton
beam.

cused on methods of either increasing the surface volume291

(surface area times acceptance depth) or the pion stop292

density near the surface. Each geometry was required to293

preserve as best as possible the proton beam character-294

istics downstream of the target station. The muon beam295

extraction directions considered here are sideways, back-296

wards, and forwards with respect to the proton beam.297

The accepted phase space used in our simulations roughly298

corresponds to the acceptance of the following beam-299

lines at PSI: µE4 (sideways at 90�) with a maximum300

surface muon intensity of 4.8⇥108 µ

+/s [21], ⇡E5 (back-301

wards at 165�) with a maximum surface muon intensity302

of 1.1 ⇥ 108 µ

+/s [] and ⇡E1 (forwards at 8�) with a303

maximum surface muon intensity of around 106 µ

+/s []304

[22]. All enhancements listed below are relative to the305

standard target geometry described in Sec. IV. A model306

of each geometry investigated is shown in Fig. 9.307

The first geometry explored is a radially grooved tar-308

get whereby many grooves are place in the target surface309

parallel to the proton beam direction. The basic idea310

behind this geometry is to increases the available sur-311

face area for surface muon production. No significant312

improvement over the standard target was observed (see313

Table II). While the grooves increased the geometric sur-314

face volume by up to 45% not all of this volume is useful315

for small angular acceptance beam lines as the surface be-316

comes too steep for the surface muons with their limited317

range to still exit the surface volume. This can be seen in318

Fig. 10 which shows the initial positions for accepted sur-319

face muons. Instead of the expected half circular shape320

the distribution takes on a crescent form thereby reducing321

the surface volume gain from the grooves. It can actually322
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FIG. 10. Initial positions of accepted muons from the grooved
target zoomed in to one groove. Instead of the expected
half circular shape the distribution takes on a crescent form
thereby reducing the surface volume gain from the grooves.

be shown analytically that for an acceptance with zero323

angular opening no geometrical changes to the surface324

will lead to an enhancement in the surface muon yield.325

This is also approximately true for typical beamlines.326

The small enhancement factors still achieved for the327

grooved target stem from the fact that the pion stop328

density is not constant throughout the target. Figure 11329

shows the pion stop density through the target from one330

side to the other and integrated along its length. While331

the pion stop density is lowest at the sides where surface332

muons can actually escape the target it is approximately333

70% higher in the center. This is due to the fact that334

the lowest energy pions with only small ranges in the335

target are stopped very close to the proton path thereby336

leading to a high stopping density. Higher energy pions337

– despite being produced more copiously – are stopped338

over a larger area around the proton path and lead to a339

reduced pion stop density.340

The second geometry investigated is a trapezoidal tar-341

get with a initial transverse width of 4 mm that increases342

linearly to 6 mm at the downstream end. The basic idea343

behind this geometry is to exploit the higher pion stop344

densities close to the center of the target while still pro-345

viding the full target length for the bulk of the protons346

and a somewhat reduced length for the halo of the proton347

beam. This geometry resulted in a 15% enhancement to348

muon rates at 90� to the target, but a 2% loss to the349

backward direction (see Table II). The loss in the back-350

wards direction is due to the much reduced area of the351

backwards face of the trapezoid target that cannot be352

recovered by the gains from the side face. The geometry353

performs even worse for the forwards direction for which354

the surface muon contribution from the side face is much355

reduced.356

To resolve the ine�ciencies of the trapezoidal target357

and better preserve the proton beam characteristics, a358

forked target was investigated such that the full proton359

Surface muon rates in μ+/s for TgE 
geometry of different lengths

1.0x 1.1x

1.5x1.4x
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Alternate Materials
Search for high pion yield materials → higher muon 
yield

relative  µ+yield  ∝  π +stop  density ⋅µ+Range ⋅ length

 ∝n ⋅σπ + ⋅SPπ + ⋅
1

SPµ+

⋅ ρC (6 /12)C
ρx (Z / A)x

∝Z 1/3 ⋅Z ⋅ 1
Z
⋅ 1
Z

∝ 1
Z 2/3
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p

π+
μ+
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Alternate Materials

Several materials have pion 
yields > 2x Carbon

Relative muon yield favours 
low-Z materials, but difficult to 
construct as a target

B4C and Be2C show 10-15% 
gain
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Prototype Slanted TgE

Slanted graphite target that fits 
into the TgE vacuum chamber 
under mechanical design

First thermal simulations of the 
slanted target started
Will need to estimate amount of 
possible deformations as there are 
tight mechanical constraints

Aiming at test end of 2018

14

p p
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Prototype Slanted TgE

Expected gains in surface muon rate at the acceptance points of the 
different beam lines

Slanted target at 10 degrees, slant length of 100 mm, effective length in 
beam direction of 40 mm

TgE+30%

+40%

+70%

+30%

15
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Floorplan PSI
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Target Geometry for new TgM*

Change current 5 mm TgM for 20 mm TgM*

20 mm rotated slab target as efficient as Target E

17

20 mm effective length  
5˚ rotated slab

p

p

20 mm target

5.1x1010 surface μ+/s 1.3x1011 surface μ+/s

15
0 

m
m
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Split Capture Solenoids

18

500 mm 250 mm

solenoid
500 mm aperture

500 mm250 mm

solenoid
500 mm aperturep

Two normal-conducting, radiation-hard solenoids close to target to 
capture surface muons

Central field of solenoids ~0.35 T
Field at target ~0.1 T
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Solenoid Beamline: HiMB@EH

First version of beam optics showing that large number of muons can be 
transported.
Almost parallel beam, no focus, no separator, …
Final beam optics under development

Beamline of solenoids 
similar to capture  
solenoids

Large aperture (500 mm) 
bending magnets

20 mm TgM 
5˚ rotated slab

19

1.3 x 1010 μ+/s @ 2.3 mA Ip transported
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Solenoid Beamline: HiMB@EH

20

Source1.2 x 1011 μ+/s 1.3 x 1011 μ+/sTgE TgM*

Capture7.2 x 109 μ+/s  
C ~ 6%

3.4 x 1010 μ+/s  
C ~ 26%

Transmission
5 x 108 μ+/s  
T ~ 7%
Total ~ 0.4%

1.3 x 1010 μ+/s 
T ~ 40%
Total ~ 10%

Existing μE4  
beamline

Proposed  
solenoid  
beamlineGain due  to high capture 

and transmission efficiency
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Solenoid Beamline: HiMB@EH
Still lots to do!

Beam:
Final beam optics
Beam spot at final focus
Performance of separator
…

Target:
Slanted target within small gap
Change of target station
New shielding and beam channels
Disposal of highly radioactive material
…

But exciting prospect and certainly 
worth the effort!

21

Schematic of the layout in the experimental hall
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The proton accelerator
Conclusions

22

Interesting physics opportunities for particle physics and materials 
science using high-intensity and high-brightness muon beams

The HiMB project explores the possibilities and feasibility of generating a 
high-intensity surface muon beam at PSI aiming at an intensity of 1010  
μ+/s. 

Initial simulations of a solenoid channel coupled to a 20 mm slanted target 
shows the potential to reach such an intensity.
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Backup

23
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muE4 Solenoids
2 x 12 separate radiation-hard coils (mineral-insulated)
Iron housing
Aperture: 500 mm
Length: 2 x 750 mm
Central field: 0.34 T / 0.27 T
Roughly 20 kW each

25

this feature has not been implemented and the quadrupoles are
operated symmetrically.

The bending magnets have deflection angles a of 40! (ASR61)
and 34! (ASR62-63). In order to increase momentum dispersion
at ASR62 and therefore to obtain the possibility to adjust the
width of the beam momentum distribution, the first bending
magnet has a trapezoidal shaped magnet pole with a pole face
rotation of 33! which leads to defocusing in the horizontal plane.
The two other bending magnets have ‘‘standard’’ rectangular
magnet poles resulting in pole face rotations of a=2. The beam line
has a ‘‘buckled-U’’ shape and is nearly symmetric between ASR61
and ASR63, with ASR62 being the point of symmetry. For
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Fig. 1. Beam elements of the new mE4 beam line.

Fig. 2. The two solenoids WSX61,62 before completion of the iron housing. See
text for details.

Fig. 3. The assembled solenoid WSX61,62 with vacuum chamber and iron
housing.
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Design of a solenoid with similar 
characteristics existing  
Not all solenoids will need to be 
radiation-hard
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Slanted Target
Rotation of the target can lead 
to significant increases to 
muon rates

Rotation direction determines 
which beamline receives 
increased rate

Total target length has minimal 
affect on the muon rates in all 
directions.

Target length in beam direction 
is fixed (40 mm)
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Pion Stop Densities

27
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FIG. 11. Pion stop density through the standard target E at
PSI in arbitrary units from one side to the other and inte-
grated along its length. While the pion stop density is lowest
at the sides where surface muons can actually escape the tar-
get it is approximately 70% higher in the center.

beam passes through 40 mm of material at every posi-360

tion in the transverse plane. Three sections of target are361

placed along the proton axis, one upstream centered on362

the proton beam and two sections placed downstream363

and o↵set by the width of the upstream section (see364

Fig. 9). Each section has a width of 2 mm and length of365

40 mm, resulting in a total target length of ⇠ 80 mm (de-366

pending on overlap). A muon rate enhancement of 45%367

in the 90� direction and a 14% increase in the backward368

direction was observed for this geometry. As in the case369

of the trapezoidal target this geometry has a negative370

impact on the forward direction.371

The final target geometry investigated is a large slab-372

like target rotated by some angle as can be seen in Fig. 9.373

The length of target material along the proton axis of374

40 mm is maintained regardless of rotation angle by scal-375

ing the thickness of the slab accordingly. The total length376

of the slab is independent of the material budget so long377

as the 40 mm in beam direction is maintained. We stud-378

ied the dependence of the enhancement factors as a func-379

tion of the length of the slab for a rotation angle of 10�.380

While the length influences the forward and backwards381

directions only weakly, it is a stronger driver in the side-382

ways extraction. However, after a length of about 75 mm383

one is already close to saturation (10% below maximal384

enhancement for the sideways and <5% below maximal385

for the backwards and forwards directions). To give the386

largest enhancement factors achievable we chose to per-387

form our simulations with a length of 150 mm.388

The rotation angle strongly influences the enhance-389

ment factors that can be achieved in the various beam-390

lines (see Fig. 12). For a target rotation of 10� – a good391

compromise for the various beamlines – an enhancement392

of 28% at 90�, 40% in the backward and even 63% in the393

forward direction can be observed. The gain in surface394

muon rates is twofold: i) Depending on the rotation the395
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FIG. 12. Enhancement factors in the three directions studied
as a function of the rotation angle of the slab target. The
length of the slab is fixed to 150 mm. Rotation angles be-
tween 5 and 10 degrees yield roughly equal gains to all three
directions.

target can become essentially thinner leading to higher396

pion stop densities at the surface. Additionally, the area397

where the protons enter and leave the target and where398

the pion stop density is highest are distributed across399

the full surface. ii) As the length of the slab is decoupled400

from the material budget of the proton beam (40 mm401

in the case of target E) one can essentially increase the402

overall length and gain an additional increase in rate.403

Figure 13 shows the size and divergence of emitted404

surface muons along the upstream face of the rotated405

slab target. The corresponding RMS values are406

RMS
z

= 19.8mm

RMS
z

0 = 673mrad

RMS
y

= 8.3mm

RMS
y

0 = 673mrad (15)

with similar values for the downstream side. These di-407

mensions are taken along the face of the rotated slab and408

thus will need to be projected onto the di↵erent extrac-409

tion channels – sideways, backwards, forwards – accord-410

ing to their direction and the rotation of the slab.411

Figure 14 shows a comparison of the position of emit-412

ted surface muons along the sideways face of the standard413

target and the upstream face of the rotated slab target.414

This comparison corroborates the arguments given above415

for the overall increase in surface muon rate coming from416

two factors: i) from an increased intensity at the peak of417

the distribution at the point where the bulk of the pro-418

tons leave the target and ii) from an e↵ectively enlarged419

source compared to the standard target.420

By comparing the various enhancement factors possi-421

ble for the various geometries, the rotated slab target is422

clearly superior to the others and o↵ers the additional423

advantage of being mechanically relatively simple. Due424

to this a change of the target E station at PSI to a rotated425

slab target is currently under consideration.426
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FIG. 13. Size and divergence distribution along the upstream
face of the rotated slab target.
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FIG. 14. Distribution of emitted surface muons along the
sideways face of the standard target and the upstream face
of the rotated slab target for the same number of protons on
target. The overall increase in surface muons for the rotated
slab target stems from a somewhat higher density at the peak
and an e↵ectively increased size of the target.

VI. OPTIMIZATION OF TARGET MATERIAL427

In addition to the geometrical shape of the target also428

the material obviously plays a major role in the gener-429

ation of surface muons: First of all by directly altering430

the production yield for pions but also by changing the431

amount of pions stopped in the target and the range of432

muons from stopped pions that can escape from the tar-433

get.434

E↵ectively, the surface muon rate I
µ

+ is determined by435

the pion stop density ⇢

⇡

+ , the muon range r

µ

+ and the436

length l of the target for a given material.437

I

µ

+ / ⇢

⇡

+
r

µ

+
l (16)

The pion stop density naturally depends on the pion438

yield of the target material given by its number density439

n and cross section �

⇡

+ and its stopping power for pions440

Geometry Sideways Backwards Forwards

grooved 1.02 1.00 0.97

trapezoid 1.15 0.98 0.79

fork 1.45 1.14 0.79

rot. slab 1.28 1.40 1.63

TABLE II. Enhancement factors for the various geometries
(see Fig. 9) and directions compared to the standard target
E. The rotated slab target yields the best overall enhancement
while at the same time being a mechanically simple solution.
Statistical errors of the simulation are ⇠1% for the sideways
and backwards and ⇠5% for the forwards direction.

(dE/dx)
⇡

+ :441

⇢

⇡

+ / n�

⇡

+

✓
dE

dx

◆

⇡

+

(17)

Similarly the range of muons is proportional to the in-442

verse of the stopping power:443

r

µ

+ / 1�
dE
dx

�
µ

+

(18)

For a surface muon target station that needs to preserve444

the material budget of the proton beam due to, e. g.,445

a spallation neutron target at its downstream end the446

length of the target has to be scaled accordingly. Both447

the energy loss of the protons in the target and the multi-448

ple scattering scale linearly with the number of electrons449

seen by the protons [23]: n

e

= nZl with Z the atomic450

number. For the inelastic proton-nucleus interactions the451

scaling is less straightforward but a parametrization that452

can be found is a scaling approximately proportional to453

nA

2/3
l [24] with the mass number A. For simplicity we454

continue with the simple scaling with the number of elec-455

trons and correspondingly the length of the target with456

respect to the length lC of the standard graphite target457

with number density nC is given by458

l =
nC6

nZ

lC . (19)

A more careful optimization of the target length would459

– due to the inelastic processes – probably lead to a Z-460

scaling with an exponent slightly larger than -1.461

Combining the above factors results in a surface muon462

rate relative to carbon that scales as463

I

rel
µ

+ / n�

⇡

+

✓
dE

dx

◆

⇡

+

1�
dE
dx

�
µ

+

nC6

nZ

lC . (20)

It is interesting to note the di↵erent scalings of the above464

equation. The pion production cross section �

⇡

+ approx-465

imately scales as Z

1/3 as can be seen from Eq. (A.2).466

However, the number density is such a large driver in the467

pion yield that it is the dominating factor in the pion468

yield as a function of Z as can be seen in Fig. 15. Due to469

the fact that the pion and muon have similar mass and470


